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h'YPERFIl\TE STRUCWRE AND MAGNETIC MOMENT 

OF AgllOm AND SPIN OF Tm163 

Stephen G. SC~JUelling 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 29) 1967 

ABSTRACT 

The atomic-beam magnetic-resonance technique was used to measure 

the free-atom ground-state hyperfine-structure separation !iv, the nuclear 

t ' t d th h f' ttl 109 AllOm f 260 magne lC momen ~I' an e yper lne-s ruc ure anoma y w 0 -

. day Ag
llOm 

(I = 6). The magnetic moment ~I was obtained independently 

of !iv by observing a !iF = ± 1 doublet at its field-independent point. 

The results are !iv(AgllOm ) = + 30313.756(4) MHz, ~I(Agllom)(uncorr) = 

+ 3.587(4) nm, and 109!illOm = - 2.47(12)%. 

A short experiment was also done to measure the nuclear spin of 

108-min Tm163 . The result of this experiment is I = 1/2 for Tm163 . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
" 

By measuring the difference in energy between various pairs of 
. ' 

hyperfine-structure levels, one can use the unpaired s electron of the 

silver isotopes as a probe to determine the nuclear spin I, the hyperfine-

structure separation 6v, the nuclear magnetic moment ~I' and the hyperfine-
,2 ' 

structure (hfs) anomaly 6. The Sl/2 electronic ground state of the 

silver isotopes makes them particularly well suited for atomic-beam 

magnetic-resonance (ABV~) studies. 110m The spin of Ag has already been 

1 measured in this Laboratory by the ABMR method. The bulk of this paper" 

is concerned with a further study of this isotope including a measurement 
, , ' 2 

of 6v, and a direct measurement of ~I' , These results are ,used to compute 

. 109 109 110m the hfs anomaly w~th respect to Ag , 6 • 

We first discuss the relevant atomic and nuclear theories in Sec. 

II. Section III is a general outline of the ABMR method., In Sec. IV 

we describe the actual experiment on Agl~Om, including a description 

of the apparatus and the experimental procedure. After that, in Sec . 
. 

V, we list the results of our measurements and attempt to interpret 

them in terms of the theories discussed in Sec. II. There is also a 

110m brief discussion" of some other 'nuclear properties of Ag, which are 

relevant to the results of this experiment. 

The last part of thisreport,Sec. VI, is concerned with the 

163 ' measurement of the nuclear spin of Till • 

, 110m' , , 2 
The results of the, work on Ag have been ,pubJ,fshed,. , \." ',." 

," . 
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II. THEORY 

A. Atomic Theorl 
, 

The Hamiltonian for an atom,in an external magnetic field can be 

written 

M = M + M + J:/ + M .,; J:/ + M' . atom Z hfs N atom ( 1) 

where M t . describes th~ electronic structure of the free atom, .liz a om 

describes the interaction of the elect~ons with the external field, 

MhfS describes the hyperfine-Eitructure (hfs) interaction between the 

electrons and the nucleus, and MN describes the interaction of the 

nucleus with the external field. There is also) of course, a term to 

describe the nuclear structure, but the nuclear energy-level spacings 

are so large, compared with the energies involved in M, that we can 

consider the internal nuclear energy as the zero point on our scale. 

The eigenvalue problem 

(2) 

is much too complicated to be solved exactly, but'since, Matom >?MI, .. 
( 

this problem lends itself quite naturally to a solution'by a perturba~ion-

theory treatment in which the effects of j:fl are considered as small 

perturbations on the levels of M t • Actually, M t itself 1s too , I aoo a~ 

complicated to be solved exactly and must also be broken up into its 
I 

various parts and solved by perturbation theory. Once this has been 

done, the effects of M' can be studied. A discussion of M' will be 

delayed until Sec. II-B. The problems of atomic structure have been 
3 4 . '. 

thoroughly treated by several authors, ' and any detailed discussion 

here would be superfluous. 
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The non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a free atom can be written 

~ 
atom 

Ze
2 

-- + 
r

i 

~ -) 

~(r.)£. ·s.) + 
. l 1 l 

+~ , 
sm 

where r. is the distance from a point nucleus to the ith electron, r .. 
]. 1J 

~ ~ 

is the distance between the ith and .J..·th electrons, and ~(r. )£. ·s. is 
. l l l 

the interaction of the electron's spin with the magnetic field produced 

due to its motion in the electric field of the nucleus. ~. represents 
sm .'. 

other swall effects, which can usually be ignored, such as spin-spin 

interactions, spin-ather-orbit interactions, and orbit-orbit interactions. 

Because Eq. (3) is too complicated to be solved exactly, the usual proce-

dure is first to solve the problem of the central field approximation. 

L~is involves adding and subtracting a term ~ V(r.) to Eq. (3), and 
i l 

then solving the problem 

~'¥ o· 0 

2 
= [ \' ;. ~ ',+ V ( r ) ] '¥ ="' '¥ 

6 2m . l' 0 ~o 0 i' . 
l 

Ti.en vIe can consider the effects of 

by perturbation theory. 

2 
~[- V(r.) - Ze J 

. l r
i 

(4) 
. 2 

+ ~ 1: ~ + ~(t. s~ H(r.) 
2 r. . l.L l 

1J 

The solutions of (4), W 
"0:' can be written as products of single-

particle wave ~~nctions, cp .• 
l 

The cp •. may take the form 
1 . . 

where Rn£ is a function only of r, y£ is a spherical harmonic, 
m£ 

and 

x~ (s) is a two:-component spinor. The Pauli exclusion principle allows 
s 

only 2(2£ + 1) electrons ~ith the same 

state 
Nl N 

of the system (nl£l) (n2£2) 2 

~alues of (n,£), and a particular 
N 

(~£k) k is called a configura-

tion. Interactions between different configurations are usually small, 
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'of importance only in special cases" and will not be discussed here. 

The proper antisymmetric solution of (4) is the Slater determinant 

One can ·then form linear combinations of states like (6) which will be 

'-7 -7' ,-7 '-, -7 -7 -) 
eigenvalues of L = EA., S = E S. and 

i 1 . i l 
J = L + S. ~~isis the best 

. 2/ (-7 ) -7 -7 1f ,e r .. » S T, A. ·s., 
, "' ,lJ .l.' 1 1 

coupling. scheme .' 2/ t· t' L-7 Slnce e r .. commu es W1 n 
, 1J. ' 

-7 ' 
and S. Because the angular momenta of the closed shells total zero, 

only the electrons outside closed shells (fre'quently only one electron) 

determine theanguliu-moment'.JJll properties of the atom. The electrostatic 

interaction then splits the configuration ·into levels labeled 2S+~, 
-7 -7 

each of which is' .(2S+1) (2L+l) degenerate ", Finally the .£. s interaction 

., ' . 2S+l 
,;splits these states 1n(;0 levels labeled L

J
. This is called the L-S 

coupling' scheme and states are written !LSJM).Tnese levels, which are 

(2';+1), degenerate, are the jumping off point for the study of hyperfine ' 

structure. ' 

-7 -7 2/ If s(r.)A .. s.» e r .. , a more fruitful procedure, is first to 
1 1 1 1J 

form states which are eigenf1J.nct:'~ons of 
-) -7 -7 
j. := A. + S .• 
111 

One can then 

form Slater determinants of -:hese states, and form eigenfunctions of 

-.' 
J from 'linear combinations of these Slater determinants. 'Ellis procedure, 

called j-j coupling, .Till also lead to a set of (2J+l) degenerate levels. 

B. Hyperfine Structure 

The next step in our perturbation-theory treatment of the energy 

" levels of an atom is to investigate the effects of~: on the energy 

levelsofJ{ For each fine-structure level we can combine the atom. 
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nuclear and electronic w2;-ve functions to form a set of states I IJFY~). 
-7 -7 -7 

Here' F = I + J
l 

is the total atomic angular momentum) and is restricted 

to 11- 31 ~ F ~ jI + JI. With no external magnetic field or hyperfine 

structure these states would be (2I+l)(2J+l) degenerate. The perturba-

tion ~I lifts all or part of this degeneracy. To find the new set of 

energy levels) one can'use first-order-degenerate-perturbation theory. 

This merely involves diagonalizing the matrix) whose elements are given' 

by <IJ}i'IyrlJ:l.' 1 IJF'M'). The eigenvalues of this matrix will be the hyper-

fine energy levels correct to the first order. If the levels of different 

Jare spaced far enough apart) first-order perturbation theory is usually 

sufficient. The criteria for this will be made more specific in Sec. II-C. 

The problems of hyperfine structure (hfs); ,like tho,se of the rest 

of atomic structure) have been the subject of much theoretical work. 

T.'1e definitive work on the hfs of atoms with a single electron outside 

a closed shell has been .given by Schwartz. 5 Several papers dealing with 

the hfs of atoms vlith several electrons outside closed shells have also 

appeared in recent years.6 We will therefore give only a brief review 

of the subject) first considering the hfs interaction at zero external 

~~gnetic field) and then considering the effects ·of an external field. 

1. Zero Field 

Because the nucleus is not a point charge and has angular momentum) 

it can have electric and magnetic multipole moments of an order greater 

than zero. The interaction of these moments with the electrons gives 

rise to the noncentral hfs interaction. One can consider either the 

motion of the electrons in the fields generated by the -nucleus or 

'alternatively) the interaction of the nucleus with the fields generated 
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by the electrons. '-,Trieformer procedure is the one used by Schwartz5 

,to treat the general case,but the latter is often more useful for 

specific cases, such as the magnetic dipole interaction. In Ed ther 

case, the mo st general form of thi s interaction can be written'· 

l..f '. 
<l-'f := 

hfs , , 

h T(k). ., th .w __ ere e lS, a tensor of rank k operating on. e electron coordinates, 

and T(k) is another tensor of rank k operating on 
n ," , the nuclear coordinate s. 

'L'1e smn of Eq. (7) includes both electric and magnetic interactions., 

The 8~~ starts at k:= 1 because the electronic k:= 0 term is simply 

.the Coulo:n."::l interaction that has been included in Ji
t 

,and the magnetic 
a om 

k := ,0 term vanishes for reasons given below. 

Tne hfs interaction applies an external torqiJ.e on the electrons, 

due to the nucleus, and vice-versa. Consequently, neither I nor J 

. 'I ' 
.con~ute wlth ~hfs and are, strictly speaking, no longer good quantum 

numbers. However, since all the forces and torques involved in Jihfs 

are internal to the atom, the total angv.lar momentum F commutes with 

J!., ." , and the matri~ elements of Ji,." are diagonal in F2 and Fz These' niS ' ' n~s 

matrix elements ,can be easily obtained in the, I1JFM
F
)representation

4
: 

(_ "\1+J+Fr1 J 
= .1.) l-:- . (8) 

oj ..t.. 

Tnc 6-j symbol has the concUti.ons i'~ ~ 2J and k ~ 21. TilUS, for an 

atom with I or J equal to 1/2, the only nonvanishing interaction is 

the term with k:= 1. 

The specific forms of the T(k) can be ,derived in a straightforward 

manner. This has been done in Refs. 5 and 7. The most important point 
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( )k+l 
about them is that the magnetic tensor operators have parity - 1 

" k 
and the electric tensor operators have parity (- 1). Assuming that 

the nuclear states are states of definite parity, then the parities 

of the tensor operators imply that only the odd magnetic and even 

electric multipole interactions will have nonvanishing matrix elements. 

For atoms with I orJ equal to 1/2, this parity restriction, together 

with the restriction .... ' .... vna" k ~ MIN(I,J), means that we can write 

For matrix elements diagonal in I and J the Wigner-Eckart theorem 

indicates that we may replace Eq. "(9) by an effective Hamiltonian 

1J ~~ 
v+ = a I·J hfs (10 ) 

Fermi8 first solved this problem for ans
l

/
2

electron. He showed that 

(11) 

where ~O is the Bohr magneton,~ is the electron wave "function, and 

gI and gJ are the nuclear and electronic g-factors. Since 1930 many 
n ' 

more simplified derivations of Eq. (11) have been given. 9 " Substituting 

for i~(0)12 in Eq. (11) we have 

dO" 1 
(1- -, )F (-2'Z.) an r J. 

(12) 

where Z. is the effective atomic number, (Z. = Z for s electrons), Zo 
J. J. 

is the effective charge, (Z = 1 o for neutral atoms), a
O 

is the radius 

of the first Bohr orbit, 0" is the quantum defect, n* equals (n - 0"), 

10 Fr is the relativistic correction of Racah, and the other quantities 

are defined above. 
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For the case of I = 1/2, J > 1/2, Eq. (10) is still valid but .the 

constant a is no longer given by Eq. (11). The evaluation of a. 

6 11 for non-s electrons has been the subject of much discussion recently. ' 

Since we can write 

( ~F) 2 (-;) . -;)) 2 -;)2 -;)2 -;) -) = 1+ J = I + J +2I·J 

the matrix elements of Eq. (10) can be directly evaluated In an :IIJFf!7>-

representation: 

1(1 + 1) J(J + 1) ] • (l~.) 

In the case J = 1/2, there are t~o F-states, F I + 1/2; and F = I - J)2. 

The difference in energy between. these two states is the hyperfine 

structure separation 6v.· Evaluating Eq. (12) for both of these states 

.gives 

6v = (I + 1/2) a' • 

The terms a and 6v are frequently given in MHz. Since Ag has J = 1/2 

and Tm163 has 1= 1/2, we will assume that we are dealing with the 

case I or J = 1/2 "in the rest of this article. 

The effects of all the atomic interactions, through eNhfs , are 

shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

2. Addition of an External Field 

Each of the two F levels split up by the hfs interaction is still 

+ 1) qegenerate. 
-;) The addi.tion of an external magnetic field H 
o 

re~oves this degeneracy. The perturbing Hamiltonian is now 

eN! = eN + eN + eN 
hfs z· N (16) 

with 

4). 
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L,S 

30,000 em-I 

L,S 

r 
iO,OOO -I em 

lem- I ~ 30,000 MHz 

L,S,J 

I ,J? F 

X8L674-2780 

Fig. 1. The Russell-Saunders coupling scheme, showing the usual 

quantum numbers and typical energy separation. 
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and 

,(18) 

For matrix elements diagonal in J we may replace Eq. (18) by ~neffective 

Uamiltonian 
I 

.- 't~ 

, ,( 19) 

and then rewrite Eq. (16) as 

, (20) 

The three parameters a, gI' and gJ are to be determined by experiment! ' 

Although Eq.(20) is diagonal in ~it is not diagonal in F. None., 

theless, at low fields I and J are still coupled tightly'enoughto F so 

that we may ignore the matrix elements which are off-diagonal in F and 

write, using Eq. (14), , 

(IJ~lji'IIJIiM:F) ::;: F(F+l) -2;f::i? - 1(1+1) a _g~:~O ~Ho ) (21) 

where 

g ;;; F(F+l) + J(J+1) - I(I+i) F(F+l) - J(J+l)' + I(I+1) ) 
F 2F(F+l) gJ + .'. 2F(F+l) . gr .(22. 

At very high values of Ho' I and J are completely decoupled, and .precess 

around Ho independently of each other. In this case an II~JMJ) repre.,.. 

sentation is more appropriate than the IIJ~) representation. At inter

mediate va.lues of Ho' where most of the measurements in this experiment' 

were carried out, ji. is not diagonal in ~ither representation. In this 

case, we must compute the matrix elements of ji. in either representation 

and diagonalize the resulting matrix. Since ft· is diagonal in MF, the 

matrix will break up into a series of 2 X 2 blocks along the diagonal. 

. ' 
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,Each 2 X 2 block corresponds to a value of~. In the lI~> repre

sentation a typical 2 X 2 block looks like 

F = I+t F = I-t ' 

. F = I+t 

F =I-t 

/ 

This matrix can then be solved for its eigenvalues: 

6.v (24) 

wi th 6.v = a ( I +t ), and x = h6.v This is the famous Breit-

Rabi12 formula. The term with the positive sign, W+, goes to the state 

F = I+t, as HO goes to zero, and the term with the negative sign, W_, 

goes to the state with F = I-t. 

For the case with J> t, I = t, we also have only a 2X' 2 matrix 

to diagonalize. In this case the Breit-Rabi formula is 

where x is as defined above and A simple prescription 

for obtaining Eq. (25) from Eq. (24) is to let 
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By measuring the energy differences between various his levels 

. and fitting the data to Eq. (24) or Eq. (25), one candete:rm~ne ;1:, a, 
! " 

c. Second-Order Effects 

Because the hfs interac.tion involves to:t;'ques exerted on the electrons 

by the nucleus, and conversely on the nucleus by the electrons, the total 
. . . . 

, angular momentum J of the electrons and the total angular momentum I of 

the nucleus will not, strictly speaking, be good qUa,ntumnumbe+s; and' 

one should inVestigate the extent to which other values of I and J are 

mixed into the state being studied. Since nuclear energy~level spacings 

are of the order of tens. of keY and electron energy-level spacings are 

of the order of electron volts or less, only effects involving other J 

states will be important. 

If these second-order corrections are large enough to be obseryed,' 

there are several reasons for worrying about such effects. First, our ." . 

data-analysis progr~ fits the data from all measurements to the Breit-
" .' . . 

Rabi formula using three parameters, called gI' gJ' and a. We then 

want to identify. these parameters .with the actual gI' gJ' and a of the 

ato~ being studied.. Second-order corrections having the same angular 

dependence a$ these parameters could lead to errors in aSSigning the 

correct values, to the ~tomic gI' gJ' and a, . These effects would be 

most important for determining gI' Second, corrections having a 

. different angular dependence would probably caus.e the data to give a 

2 bad fit, with a resulting large X. Third, ye have assumed that 

6v = a(I + 1/2). Second-order corrections to the zero field energy 

would mean that. this interval rule was no longer valid. Measuring 
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both 6F = ° and 6F = 1 transitions would be a test of this effect. 

11 
Woodgate has made an extensive study of these effects in the samariQm 

isotopes and found them to be of the order of several kHz. The elec-

tronic structure of Ag is much different than that of Sm and "re would 

expect such effects to be smaller in Ag than in Sm. Some estimates 

given be 10vJ 'Hill confirm thi s. 

Most of the measurements in this experL~ent were carried out at 

intermediate fields. In this region the Hamiltonian J:j.r is not even 

approximately diagonal in either the !IJ~) or the !IMIJMJ ) repre

sentation. The Hamiltonian J:j.r is still diagonal in M-.." and the correct 
.J:< . 

wave function to use for calculating the second-order effects is the 

linear combination of the two states with the same M, which diagonalizes 

J:j.r. 

It is simpler, however, to first estimate those corrections using 

either representation alone, and then, if they are large enough to be 

of interest, go back and find the correct linear combination. The 

- (h ~ lO( ) 2 . ( gro'Jnd elect:::,onic state of Ag is .. . ,d/ 58 8 1/ 2 , Any admixture 

of other s-electron states such as (4d)lO(6s) can be ignored in 

calculating these second-order effects since they will have the same 

angular wave function as the gro1..~.J:'.d state, and a small adm.ixtu:::'e of 

such a state vlOuld only cause modifications in the ground- state radial 

wave function, a quantity which .is not accurately known anyv,ay. vIe 

will not consider interactions of any order greater than 2, and finally 

we will consider only the effects of the nearest configurations. 

form 

The second-order zero-field shift in an !IJ~0 level 'Hill have the 
r 
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(IJFMI T (kl ) .T(kl ) I IJ' FM) (IJ I FMI T (k2) • T (
k211 IJFM) 

en. e n 

where kl~ k2 ; 1, 2. 

It can be shown13 that each of these second-order terms looks like, 

a sum of first-order terms of rank K, where I kl -' k21 ,:03 K 03 kl + k2• 

The K = 1 term might lead to ,an error in the value of a,- and 1n, turn 

lead to an error in the interpretation of ~he hfs anomaly. Nonrela

tivistically, these matr~x elemen'l:is are ,vanishingly small for Ag. Both 
, , 

magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole terms contain 

l
' QO 

l' 2· 
R5s 3' Rn.e r dr 

o r 

Because of a parity selection rule, there is no mixing with ,the 2P1/2 

2 ' , and P 3/2 sta_tes • The only states allowed by the restriction onJ , 

(J + k) ~ J' ~ IJ -kl, with (k = k1,k2), are 2D3/2 and 2D5/2' These 

states arise from the configuration ••• (4d)9(5s)2, and are about 

-1 14 30 000 cm' above the ground state. 

A rule of Pasternack and Sternheimerl? is that 

If we assume that near the nucleus, where the important contributions 

~o the integral are made, we have 

R4s = CR5s ' 'C = constant, 

then we can write 

(::~ " 
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?nis is not necessarily true relativistically. T.~e correct proce

dure for calculating these matrix elements has been given by Schwartz,5 

Th reduced .1..' , t (28 I'IT( 1) l'I2D .) .. 0 .:.. ' S +'ne -.J..' n+eg'"al . 1.e mavrlX e~emen 1/2 e I 3/2. c nvaln ~ v ~ 

100 
(fg' + gi') 12 Or 

o . r 

and the reduced matrix element (281/21IT~2)112D3/2) contains the integral 

100 
'(ff' + gg') ~ dr 

o r 

T.~e prime refers to the excited state. The functions f and g are the 

Dirac radial wave functions satisfying 

and (31) 

where 

d K 1 2· 
(dr + r)g - fic (mc - E- eVc)f 

(j + 1/2) if j = .R, ± 1/2 and v c 
Ze =- If we assume 
r 

that Jmc
2 

- EJ «V then we can get solutions to Eq. (31) of the ,c 
-C' 5 .Lorro 

and 

wnere x = 

g = CZdJ
2P

(x) 

(8Zr/a )1/2) p = (K2 _ a2z2 )) a = fi2/me 2 ) and· a = e2/hc. 
o 0 

Yne normalization constants C. can be evaluated from fine- or hyperfine

structure data. For these particular wave functions) Vanden Bout16 has 

shown that 

[00 (fg' + gf') 12 dr = 0 
o r 



The quadrupole term does not vanish, but the contribution from the 

2D5/2 state is negligible. compa~ed with the c'ontribution f'rord the 2D3/2 

,', state. Assuming a quadrupole moment of 1 barn,for AgI10m gives a shift 

in 6v of about 50 Hz. This is much less than the experimental uncertainty. 

8econd-oroer terms involving the external magnetic field will' look . 

. like 

This term has t~e same dependence ~n ~ as the diagonal terms involving 

gr and gJ' and, :m;Lght, if large enough, lead to an error in deducing gr:: 

from the hfs measurements. 

However, non-relativistically, the term containing M , . . z 

vanishes for two reasons. First, it has the selection rule 6L; 0, 

6S = 0; and second, it contains the ~ntegral 
CIO 2 J R... R I olr dr which o )s n N 

has the selection rule ~ = O. But there is only one fine-structure 

level in the ground state (n = 5), and the integral vanishes. 
, . 

Relativistiqally, the operator for M has the reduced matrix 
z 

element 
: , 

.( 36) 

~ 

where ais a Dirac matrix. This matrix element, evaluated between the 

2 
ground 81/ 2 state and the excited 

vanish. It contains the integral 

: : 

2 
D3/2 state, does not ~bViously 

fCIO (fg ' + gf')rdr which cannot be o 

.' 
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. evaluated with the wave functions of Eq. (32). However) this correction 

can probably be ignored in this experiment for the following reasons. 

First) the radial integral for the matrix elements·' of J{ is the same z 

type of integral used in evaluating gJ. Since this integral vanished 

non-relativistically) and relativistic corrections tog
J 

are,of the 

order of a few parts in 104) the relat~vistiC integral is probably very 

small. Second) this matrix element is multiplied by the second-order 

quadrupole interaction) which was also found to be negligibly small. 

From these estimates) we can see that second-order corrections in 

this experiment can be ignored) and that the Breit-Rabi formula is a 

d " ...... f the··hfs of AgllOm. goo aescrlpvlon 0 

D. Nuclear Structure 

The atomic~beam magnetic resonance (ABMR) method can be used to 

measure the nuclear spin I) the nuclear ·magnetic-dipole moment [.1.1 == gIl, 

and the hfs anomaly 6. It can also provide estimates of higher-order 

nuclear moments. Tnese measurements all constitute a partial test of 

various nuclear models. The two models which have proved most useful 

are the shell model,17 applicable near neutron or proton closed shells) 

and the collective or unified mOdel)18 applicable when neither neutrons 

or protons are near a closed shell. The silver isotopes) ,with Z == 47) 

are near the closed proton shell, Z == 50, and can be described quite 

well b~l .the shell model. Thulium-163 with Z =69) an.d N= 94) is in 

the region best described by the ~~ified model. 

1. Shell Model 

The language of the shell model is closely akin to that used in atomic 

structure. The interactions between the nucleons are replaced by a central 
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potential" usually so~ewhere between a square well and a harmonic oscil~ 

lator, and a residual interaction. In-addition" there is a strong spin

orbi t force, and for protons, a Coulomb repulsion force.. The solution 

of this problem, if vie ignore the residual interaction, is similar to 

the solution of the problem of the electron energy-levels in atomic 
- . 

structure. The wave function is a Slater determinant of individual 

particle states labeled /n£jm). The energy levels for both neutron 
, , 

and proton states, with Coulomb repulsion taken into account) are show~ 

in Fi~. 2. One can see clearly the large energy gaps".above the !~magic 

numbers" N or Z = 2, 8, 20, 28" 50, 82; and 126. 

The shell model has been very successful in predicting gro~n~~state 

·spins and in roughly estimating magnetic moments. It may be applied 

'. 
. ~ 

with varying degrees of sophistication, depending mostly on the treatment 

of the residual two-body forces.' 

The simplest model, the single-particle shell model" assumes that 

all pairs of like nucleons couple to spin zero, and that the angular.,. 

momentum properties of a nucleus are determined by the last odd nucleon. 

If we allow for the possibility of pairing forces to change slightly 

the order of filling the various levels, this model, works quite vlell 

for predicting ground-state spins, but much less well for predicting 

other nuclear properties. 
I 

The many-particle shell model tries to take account of all nucleons 

outside closed shells. With no re~idual two-body forces, all possible 

states which can be formed from a set of single-particle states /n£jm) 

are degenerate. We must invoke a residual force to remove this degen~ 

eracy. The nature of this residual force has been the subject of a 
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great deal of· study . . Tne pairing force, which is assumed to be of very 
. . 

short range, usually a delta-function force, causes the state of 10'Fest 

seniority to have the lowe,st energy. Tni s predicts the same, spins as 

the. single-particle shell model. 

Tnere are several places where the shell model,as just described 

breaks down. One pi.ace is the so-called tlanomalous coupling!! in "hich 

a state with three particles of angular momentum j,coupled to 

I = (j - 1), is the lowest state. Such a state has seniority 3, whereas 

a state with I = j would have seniority 1. A delta-function force ·is 

not sufficient to account for thi·s phenomenon. The residual force also 
I 

has ~onvanishing matrix elements behleen nucleons in different single-
.'. , , 

This can cause configuration mixing that appears. to 

be very important in calculating magnetic moments and energy-level 

- 19 
spacings. 

For anodd-odd-nucleus the total spin I is predicted by the Nordheim 

-rules as modified by Brennan and Bernstein. 20 That is, if vIe have kl 

_ p:cotons of angular momentum jp coupled to Jp ' and k2 neutrons of angular 

m~~2ntu~ j coupled to J , then the total spin I is given by 
n - n 

J.. IJ - J I if jp == £ ± 1/2 , jn == J!, 
j P n P n 

and 

I = -IJ + JI p. n 
if -j J!, ± 1/2 j = J!, 

IJ - J I up P. 
, 

n n or p n 

'r':1e se I"u.le s apply for particle-particle or hole-hole 

rr-ct.ical basis for them has been given. 21 
Tne method 

and (j )k2 toJ 'is called the odd-group mod!el. n n 

+ 1/2 

± 1/2 

coupling; a theo
kl 

(. \ -
\ Jpl of coupling 

Because of the 
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neutron-proton interaction, J and J are not strictly good quantum . p n 

numbers) particu.larly for k
l

, k2 > 1. Tne effects of matrix elements 

off diagonal in Jand J would be much more .important for calculating 
n p 

magnetic moments and energy levels than they would be in predicting 

,/.." 1 . 22 vne nuc ear sp~n. 

The nuclear g-factor for an odd nucleus as predicted by the shell 

model is known as the Sclli~dt moment) 

[g + 1 
(gs g£)] j £ ± 1/2 (38) gI = gj = (2£ + 1) - = £ -

where g.e ;:::,1 for protons, 0 for neutrons, and gs = 5·5851 for.protons 

and - 3·8256 for neutrons. For odd-mass nuclei with (j)k coupled to 

I, the nuclear g-factor is also given by Eq. (38). (See Appendix A.) 

'E1.e Schmidt moments usually provide only limits for the g-factorsrather 

than good estimates. One approach .to explaining the deviation of the 

g-factors from the Schmidt values is the USe of quenched g-factors. 

~e free nucleon g-factors are assumed to be modified in the nucleus, 

possibly by meson-exchange currents. There is no general way to estimate 

these effects. Another approach is to consider the mixing of excited 

state configurations into the ground state. 19 A small admixture of an 

excited configuration would not change the spin, but could have a large 

effect on the magnetic moment. 

One can also 'estimate the g-factor for an odd':'odd nucleus by a 

formula similar to Eq. (38): 

{ 

[J (J + 1) - J '( J + 1) J" 
1 ( ) ( _.g). P P n n .l (-:>0) 

gI :="2 gp - gn + gp n I ( I + 1 ) . J)...J./ 

where g and g can be either the Schmidt values or the values of the. p n . 

g-factors of neighboring odd nuclei. 
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2. Unified Model 

"When both nucleon numbers N andZ are not near a closed shell,. the 

equilibrium nuclear shape is no longer spherical, but in some way 

deformed. T..t1e most common deformed shape, and the simplest to deal 

with, is an axially symmetric spheroid. Tne assumptions about a spherical 

potential used in the shell model are no longer valid, and'rle must -adopt 

a,nother approach. The most frui tfulapproach to date is the· unified 

model. In contrast to the shell model, for which the formalism is . 

si:r:.ilar to that,used in atomic structure, the language of the unified 

mod2l is that of molecular structure. 

For a deformed nucleus, it is possible to separate the nuclear 

motion into two approximately independent components. Oneisan intrinsic 

motion of the nucleons.in a deformed potential, and the other is the 

collective motion of the nucleus as a ,,,hole. Because the ~:,.h70 motions 

are not completely independent, there are terms· which couple the two 

motions. 

For ah axially symmetric non-spherical potential, which is the 

only case we will consider).~here are three angular-momentum quantum 

n1J.mbers of:interest: I, the total angular momentum; I = M, the compb~ . z 

n'2nt on a space-fixed z-axis; and 13 = K, the component on the body

fixed axis of symmetry. (The space-fixed axes are labeled x, y, z, 

and the body-fixed axes 1, 2, 3.) ~ 

Tne vector lis the SUJ."D. of the 
. -) 

angular momentum j, and the collective-rotational angular 

.~ ~ 

momentum R. For an axially symmetric nucleus, R is ahlays perpendic-

ular to the axis of symmetry, and K = D, where D = j3" These rela

tionships are shown in Fig. 3. 

( 
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Fig. 3. Ground state coupling of angular momenta in a deformed 

nucleus; Z is the space-fixed axis, and 3 is a body-fixed ay~s. 
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The Hamiltonian for ·such a system can be written 

2 

. M;:: J{' + t i'i2 ~ 
'. int k=l 2~k 

where ~ is the collective moment of inertia about the k axis. 

term Mint is a i'unc.tion of the intrinsic coordi.nates only, and 

~ = (Ik - jk)~ Since. K = 0, we can re~rite Eq. (40) as . 

M = MROT + MRPC + Mint 

where 

2 
212] M =~ ~~ [I·I - , 

ROT 2~ 3 

.li
RPC 

n2 
[Itj_ + I j ] = 2~ - + 

, 
and 

i'i
2 ~2 .lit = Mint + -. j int 2 

(40) 

The 

(4l~) 

(41b) 

(41c) 

(41d) 

Because [l~,l2] c:: - ily etc.,,·l+ II:: (ll +·1I2)· is a lowering operator 

and, l_' '" (Il '+ 1 2 ) is a .raisingoperator. The term M
RPC 

couples the 

rotational and part1cle motions and ~ is the collective moment of inertia 

about an axis perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. Unless K = 1/2, 

J:l RPC has no diag~:mal matri.X elements and can usually be treated as a 

perturbation. 

If we define the intrinsic wave function Xo by 

(42) 

then it can be shown23 that a properly symmetrized solution to ~q. (41a) 

is 

~(IMK) 

I 
I 
r 
f 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
! ' 
I 

~ ! 

.. : 
t 
t 
i 
I 
I , 
I , 

, 
I. 

I 
- I 

._ I 
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where Lt .. I< are the rotation matrices for the transformation from the . 

spac-::-:'::'xc-; ~o the body-fixed axes, and llx :"s the parity of the state' . 

'l'a~ing t~e c:':;-.t;onal matrix ~lements of E<l. (41a), using the wave 

functions::'~ ~3), gives 

The last term is the matrix element of J:{RPC. 

de -::2~;.pling parameter'. 

TIle term a is called the o 

:'::"" r.:'::'st ::';:-"':.~:::-,?"ting feature of' the EI,~ is that for each intrinsic' 

state spec:.:'"·ied. by K, we can form a series of closely spaced rotational' 

bands -.lith I = IKI, IKI + 1, and so forth. For IKI I 1/2 the state 

with I = lKI has the lO"to:est energy, while for. :Ixl = 1/2, the level 

order depends upon the constant a.; If the rotational levels are not 
o 

closely spaced with respect to the spacing of ,the intrinsic sta.tes, it 

c:;:,:culate second- and higher-order corrections to. EI,K' 
. '. ,24 

to Eqo (42) has been given by Nilsson, who solved 

the problem of a nucleon in an axially-syrrllnetric harmonic-oscillator 

~ ~. 1 '~h 2 2 2 2(1 1 R) d 2 2(1 2 R) pOven ... :;.a Wl ... (.1)1=(.1)2=(.1)1=(.1)0 +}U ,an (.1)3=(.1)0 -:'3 u 

w::~re 5 if a parameter specifytng the deformation of the nucleus. The 

proiile::n was solveG in terms of a set of basi s functions h~.£JU:), where 

Nis the total number of oscillator quanta,' A ts .2
3

, i: is ± 1/2, and 

n is A + 2:. In the limit of large deformations, the nuclear states 

are specified by INn
3

AE) or nI'Ix[N,n
3

,1I.] ",here n3 is the number of 

nodes along the z-axis. The usual way of specifying a Nilsson state 
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There are contribu:tions to the magnetic moment from both the intrinsic«';: 

particle motionand the collective rotational motion. 'Formulas for com-" 

'" "puting magnetic, moments for nuclei described by the unified model are 

:'""'giVen by Preston. 25 

Finally, we should note that if one includes a .shor,t-range pairing' 
..... " 

force and a long-range, quadrupole interaction fn the shell'model, it' is " 

possibl.e, in effect, to derive the unified model from the shell model 

and to expla.in some ,of the properties of nuclei iri the transition region 

between the two models. The mathematical treatmerit of these forces is 

based on the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductivity. A 
.; r 

,thorough discussion of this formalism and, the pairing plus, long-range, .;.., ;: 

26 correlations has been given by Lane. .'1 \, 
. . \ ~:" .. -~ 

E. Hyperfine-Structure Anomalies 
" 

Taking the ratio of Eq. (11) for two isotopes, and ignoring any;',' , 

\ 
" change in the electronic wave functions due to the, change in mass' number,' ' 

.. ,~. 

'we get '.; . 
..... . . .. 

. ... 
" ' 

"', . 
. -\: . 

" . . . - . 
' ...... . 

• < •••• 

" . 

Equation (ll)w~~,. derived for a point nucieus and ,'i~~oresanydetailed 
. ~. - . 

consideration of the effects of the magnetic field, inside the nucleus. 
: .. , 

',Such effectsmakeEq.(ll) only,approximatelytrue., To allow for these 

, i; deviations, we can rewr1 te Eq. (45) as 

... '" . 

" -
" 

: ... ,.' 

a ' 
1 

,a ,2 
,.l .' 

I, " . .: ;. .~ 
' .... ....... . 

. .". ~ .. ' 
" 

....• 
."'. 

,:".'.' . 
.. ' ·'r 

,J 

}. , 

(46) , 

~. :' 

.: ,. ,,' 

• t', 

., •• t 

; ., . "/ 

:.' ' 

;.: , 
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This defines the hfs anomaly, 162, bet~een the isotopes land 2. The 

hfs anomaly is most important for s electrons, somewhat less important 

for Pl/2 electrons, and negligible for. btherelectrons. Only sl/2 and 

Pl/2 electrons have nonvanishing wave functions inside the nucleus. -
, . 

The hfs anomaly is 'due to two causes, the Breit-Rosenthal (B-R) 

effect27 and the Bohr-Weisskopf (B-W) effect.
28 

The B-W effect is that 

due to the difference in the magnetic field inside the nucleus for differ-

ent isotopes; the B-R effect is- that due to the change in the electronic 

wave function with a change in mass number, that in turn affects the 

electron density inside the nucleus. In estimating the B-W effect, we 

will use wave functions that depend upon A as well as Z. This will take 

care of most of the B-R correction. In most cases the contribution of 

the B-R effect to 6 is much smaller than the contribution of the B-W 

effect. 

The hfs anomaly arises because the hfs interaction of an s elect~on 

is sensitive to the detailed structure of the magnetic field of the nucleons 

inside the nucleus. In particular, the magnetism arising from the intrinsic 

spin and from the orbital motion of the nucleons have different spatial 

dependencies. Because of this, the relative contributions of intrinsic 
\ 

spin and orbital motion to the magnetic moment are different from their 

relative contributions to the hfs interaction inside the nucleus. This 

means that a is not strictly proportional to gI as predicted by the 

Fermi formula. Outside the nucleus the magnetic field arising from both 

the spin and orbital motion of the nucleons looks essentially like a 

dipole field, and the Fermi formula is valid. 

The basic theory 'of hfs anomalies is that of Bohr and WeisskoPf,28 

who calculated the hyperfine energy W for the ,state F = I + 1/2 as 
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~ ~ 
. where ~ is the electronic wave function, a is a Dirac matrix, and A is 

the vector potential due to the nucleons, including fields i'nside as 

well as outside the nucleus. 
~ .~ 

(A is the s~ of two,terms, AS arising 
~ 

from the intrinsic spin' of the nucleons, and AL ar~sipg from the orbital 

motion of the nucleons.) This integral can be put in the form 

w ~ W i t(l + e) ,. . po n 

or 

a :::; a . t(l + e) , . .po~n 
(48b) 

, , 

where apoint is given by the Fermi formula, and € is the fractional 

reduction in the hfs interac,tion under that for a point nucleus. Putting 

Eq. (48b) into Eq. (46) gives us 

(49) 

After we have integrated over the electronic angular coordinates, 

Eq. (47) takes'the form 

_ 16rre (<I>NI~ [g 1, [Ri (~~ r
3

) fgdrJI<I» 
3 , 1,i z. R' 3 ' 2 N ...., 1. 0 . r 

: : 1. 

16rre ( /" l;Ri I'Ri 1'3 ' - -3- <I>N t.: [gs. (Sz f€!iir - D, -3 .fgdr)] / <I> ) 
. ~ 1. i 0 . z i 0 R. N 

, 
1. 

where f and g are the Dirac radial wave functions [Eq. (31) j, . I <I>N) is 

1 ( ~:::\~ the 1 f' [~ a • R) R ] .~ . nuc ear wave unctlon, and D :::; S a - 3 where a is a 
z z R2 

Pauli spin-matrix. 

! 
) 

l 
f 

I 
f 

i 
! 
I 

i 
I 
I· 
i 

, t 

. , , 
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The first term in Eq. (50) is'W . t' The nuclear-matrix element pOln 

f OO !B of this term is equal to the matrix element of gIIz 0 2 dr. 

out W . t and using Eq. (48a) gives, pOln 

r 

, lEi r3 .fg J"') '; 
dr - D z . '3 2 dr) ¢ N L 

loR r . 

Factoring 

For an odd-massrucleusfue BoW, theory, shows that thi s can be ., written' in 

the form 

€ = - (K a ,+ K na n) } 
S S k k· • 

where a . and an are the fractional contributions to the magnetic moment s k, 

from spin and orbital motion respectively} and KS and K.e are the averaged 

values of the electronic radial integrals in E~. (51). 

In the spirit of the B-W theory} we can also derive a formula for 

an odd-odd nucleus. In Appendix B} we show that this ,can be written 

e = ~ € + ~ € 
0-0 P P n n } 

where ~ } ~. are'the relative contributions to 'the total magnetic moment 
, p n' , 

from protons ar:-d neutrons} €o-o is the € for the,add-odd nucleus} and 
:,' 

€ and € are the €'S for neighboring odd-mass nuclei. p . n 

Formulas for the €'S and K'S are given in Ref. 29 in terms of 

parameters tabulated in Refs. 29 and 30. These formulas are used in 

Sec. V-B to estimate 109611Om• 

Stroke et al. 30 have also derived formulas for the hfs anomaly} 
, " 

taking into account possible configuration~mixing in the nuclear states. 

The basic results of this approach are the same as predicted by the more 

simplified version given above. 
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III. ABMR METHOD 

A typical flop-in atomic-beam apparatus is shown schematically in 

Fig. 4. The A and B magnets are strongly inhomogeneous magnets 

[H ::::: 10 000 G, (OH/OZ) ::::: 10 000 G/cmJ that select the states to be 

studied; the C-magnet provides a homogeneous· field for rf spectroscopy . 

. The A- and B-magnet fields and gradients point iOn the same direction. 

In the A magnet, atoms are deflected up or down depending on the sign 

of their effective moment, ~eff' For most atoms; a field of 10 000 G 

is sufficient to completely decouple I and J so :'fleff ::::: g?J~o' If mJ 

does not change sign by the time an atom enters the B magnet, it will 

be deflected further in the same direction and flopped-out. If, on 

the other hand, mJ:changes sign in the C region, the B magnet :will 

deflect the atom back toward the center and it will be flopped-in. 

In the C-magriet region, the hyperf:i.ne energy levels are given by 

the Breit-Rabi formula, Eq. (24). If certain selection rules are obeyed, 

a small oscillating magnetic field of frequency v can induce transit-ions 

between two levels whose separation is hv. In a low field where F is 

a good quantum number, these rules are 

6F = ± 1 , ~ = 0 , 

~ = ± 1 , 6F = 0, ± 1 , 

and for high fields, where I and J are decoupled, these rules are 

6m
J

.= 0 , L::mI = ± 1 
" 

Cm
J = ± , 

~ :;:: '0 .... 

In addition to these quantum-mechani~al selection rules,. there is also 

the machine selection rule that at least one transition must change the 
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Fig. 4. Schematic flop-in atomic-beam appara.tus • 
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sign cf m
J

. Transiticns with .~ = 0 require an cscillating field 

parallel to. the C field; transiticns with ~~ = ± 1 ' require an cscil

lating field perpendicular to. the C field. 

The detectcr fcr radicactiveatcms ccnsists cf two. sulfur-ccated 

brass buttcns placedside-by-side, cne cn th~ axis cf the machine to. 

ccllect the flcpped-in beam, and the cther placed off-axis tcccllect 

the flcpped-cut beam. Bcth buttons are simultaneously expo. sed to. the 

beam fcr five minutes with a given rf frequency in the C-field region. 

They are then remcved and couhted. The buttcns are sent, via pneumatic 

tube, to. the ccunting area several hundred feet away frcm the experi

mental area. Each button is cycled through three or four counters • 

. The normalized ccunting rate for that expOsure is 100 times the ratio. 

of the center-buttcn ccunting rate to. the side-button ccunting rate. 

The rescnance ratio. is typically two. to. three times the cff-rescnance 

ratio.. 
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IV. SILVER-110m: EXPERIMENT 

A. Introduction 

1':'1e silver isotopes are particularly well 'sui ted for a study of 

2 
hfs anomalies. First, they have an unpaired s electron in a 81/ 2 

electronic ground state. Second, for the silver isotopes, with 

z = 47, there are several possible proton configurations lying quite 

close in energy. Isotopes with very different proton configurations 

should tend to have considerably different nucrear magnetism and, 

consequently) large hfs anomalies. 
109 One such pair of isotopes is Ag 

with I = 1/2 and AgIIOm with I = 6. This research was undertaken 

.L. .L. d A 110m .. t h .0' t t t . , vO SvU y g ,measurlng l s yper~lne s ruc ure, magne lC momen~, 

.' . ' 109 109 110m 
and hfs anomaly wlth respect to Ag , 6 . 

1 The starting point for this work was that of Ewbank, who had 

. 110m previously measured the spln of Ag ,I = 6. An independen t study 

of this isotope, using paramagnetic resonance, was also made concur

rently by Easley, et al.,3l whose results agree with ours. 

B. Experimental Apparatus 

A high-preciBion atomic-beam experiment requires two things: a 

good homogeneous C magnet, and good radio-frequency Crf) equipment. 

The Berkeley Atomic Beam Group's Machine VI, on.which this experiment. 

was performed, meets these requirements. 

An oYer-all view of the experimental area is shown in Fig. 5. 

The C magnet and rf equipment are described below. For any other 

details about this machine, see Refs. 16 and 32. 

The C magnet is an electromagnet (Varian Associates V4012A) with 

l2-in. pole tips and a 1.75-in. gap. Its constant-current supply 
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Fig. 5. Overall view of theexperimental area showing: 1) oven 

chamber, 2) A magnet, 3) C magnet, 4) Bmagnet, 5) detector 

chamber, 6) alignment telescope, 7) radio-frequency eleotronics, 

8) chart recorder, 9) C-magnet pm.;er supply, 10) oven-heating 

power supplies, 11) A- and B-:nagnet power supplies and vacuum

gauge power supplies, 12) diffusion-pump supplies and ac power 

distribution. 
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(Varian V2100) is controlled by a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

field regulator (Harvey-Wells FC-502). The marginal oscillator used 

in the 1~ locking circuit is prevented from drifting in frequency by 

weakly plate-coupling it to a very stable oscillator (Schomandl ND5 and 

1~F2). The NMR locking scheme shown in Fig. 6 was used from about 1200 
.:, 

to about 6750G, and pro.vided field stabilities of a few parts per 

million per hour, •. 

The second requirement for precision atomic-beam work is' to have . 

precision rf equipment. At various times in this experiment we required 

frequencies from ~ MHz to 25.7 GHz. These high-frequency microwave 

signals were needed to observe ~ = ± 1 transitions. 

To generate frequencies in the range .1 MHz to 30 MHz, we used a 

Schomandl oscillator ND5 and NDF2. The output of the oscillator was 

amplified with a power amplifier (Boonton Model 230), or a series of 

amplifiers (IFI Models 510 and 500), . and fed into the hairpin. Frequen-

cies between 30 and 300 MHz were also generated by the ND5, NDF2 coupled 

· with a Schomandl NB7 harmonic amplifier. In the range 300 MHz to 

1.01 GHz we used a Schomandl FD3 oscillator and a traveling-wave tube 

(TWT) amplifier. The useful range of the FD3 could be extended to 

· about 4 GHz by amplifying its output with a TWT amplifier, doubling 

· the frequency with a crystal, amplifying again, and so on. By repeating 

this process two or.threetimes, we could get enough rf power at the 

fourth harmonic of the FD3 signal to perform an experiment. 

Microwave frequencies were generated with phase-locked klystrons. 

In the X-band (8.26 GHz - 12.4 GHz) we usually used a Varian Associates 

X-13 klystron; in the K-band'region (18-26.5 GHz) we used an OKI Electric 

. ," 
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Fig. 6. Block di~gram of the C-magnet regulation circuit. The trace 

at the bottom indicates short-term stability at 4500 G for a period 

',two minutes. 
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Co. 24vlO klystron. Tne output of these klystrons is about 100-200 mW 

across a broad band. 

The reference frequencies of all oscillators, phase-locking devices, 

and counters' were derived from a 100-kHz quartz-crystal oscillator (J. 

Knight FSllO), coupled with a standard frequency multiplier (General 

Radio Type 1112A). The crystal oscillator has a specified stability 

-10 of ± 5X 10 per 24 hours and was continuously monitored against the 

station WWVB 60-kHz standard frequency by a phase-comparison receiver 

(Gertsch PCR-l-VLF). The difference between the two frequencies was 

usually a few parts in 109. 
," 

The method used to phase-lock the klystrons is shown in Fig. 7. 

Although this drawing specifically illustrates locking the, 24V10, the 

, same general method was used for all klystrons. The signal from the 

FD3 is amplified and doubled. This doubled frequency is fed into one 

side of a crystal mixing-head while part of the signal from the 24vlO 

is fed into the other side. The beat frequency between the 24vlO signal 

and some harmonic of the FD3 Signal, which should be about 10 MHz, is 

fed to a Schomandl FDS3 syncriminator, where it is phase-compared with 

a standard 10 MHz signal.' An error Signal is applied to the klystron 

power supply, which in turn changes the reflector voltage on the klystron. 

The amplified 10-MHz signal from the mixing head is also displayed on 

an oscilloscope triggered by the 10-MHz standard frequency. This provides 

a visual monitor of the locking condition and eliminates the possibility 

of spurious locking pOints. A variation of this procedure, which was 

also used, is to lock the 24vlO to the X-13 which was in turn locked 

to the FD3. 
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Fig. 7. Scheme for generating phase-:-locked microwave frequencies. 
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All frequencies below 3 GHz could be counted directly using a 

Hewlett-Packard 5245L counter with one of its heterodyning plug-in 

uni ts. Microwave frequencies below 15 GHz were counted by using a 

Hewlett-Packard 2590 microwave-frequency converter. The K-band micro-

wave frequencies were measured by counting the frequency of the signal 

to which the klystron was locked. In addition, a 'cavi ty wave-meter was 

used to give a rough indication of the frequency .. 

Four types of hairpins were used in this experiment. For work at 

low fields requiring frequencies le,ss. than 2 GHz, we used the hairpin 

shown in Fig. 8a. It is a gradually tapering coaxial line terminating 

in a short .. The rf field has components both parallel and perpendicular 

to the C field. At higher frequencie's, perculiar frequency-dependent 

standing-wave patterns are set up in such a hairpin and render it unsuit

able for:·'use. To correct for this effect, Ehlers33 designed the hairpin 

shown in Fig. 8b. It too consists of a 50-n coaxial line, but it ends 

in a 50-n termination rather than a short. This hairpin works well 

through the X-band, region. 

T b A", + 1 t . t· . A 110m . t . o 0 serve ~ = - ranSl lons In g ,l lS necessary to 

go to frequencies in the K-band microwave region. At these frequencies, 

coaxial 'cables are too lossy and one must use waveguide hairpins or 

microwave cavities.' ,The waveguide hairpin used to observe a L\F = ± I, 

.6.~ = 0 transition is shown in Fig. 8c. It is merely,.a piece of wave

guide shorted at one end. In the HOlmode, the oscillating magnetic 

.field in the center of the guide has its largest component parallel to 

the C field. The hole is cut to minimize disruption of the currents 

flowing in the waveguide. To calibrate the field, the small component 
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of the rf field perpendicular to the C field was used to observe a 

6F = ± 1) 4V~ = ± 1 transition in Cs133 . 

The microwave cavity shown in Fig. 9a was used to observe the 

(11/2) - 7/2). Tne cavity was operated in the TEOll mode having the 

rf field configuration shown in Fig.9b. As can be seen) this mode 

provides an oscillating magnetic field (perpendicular to the C field) 

required for observing a 4v~ = ±l transition. At the point where 

this doublet ylaS observed) the two lines are; separated by 6.1 lfiliz. 

So that we could see both lines with one cavity, it was made with a 

Q of only about 3000. The resonant frequency of ,such a cavity depends 

critically upon the diameter and very little upon the length. To 

obtain the proper frequency) we deliberately made the cavity slightly 

oversize and then silver-plated it to the desired diameter. This 

cavity and a 'coaxial hairpin were mounted in a brass block that could 

be moved across the top of the C-magnet chamber. To calibrate the 

field) we moved the coaxial hairpin to the ,same position the cavity 

had occupied when used on the radioactive beam. The coaxial hairpin 

was then used to observe a Cs133 transition. Since this cavity was 

used only at the field-independent point of the doublet) this method 

o~ calibrating was sufficiently accurate. 

C. Beam Production and Detection 

A 2.5-gram sample of natural silver metal chips sealed in a quartz 

capsule __ was bombarded for 24 days in the Materials Testing Reactor at 

Arco) Idaho. Silver-110m was produced by the reaction Agl09(n,Y)AgllOm. 

The cross section for this reaction34 is 3 b and one bombardment provided 
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Fig. 9. a) Schematic drawing of microwave-cavity hairpin, 

'. b) rf fields in the cavity. 
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more than enough material for the entire experiment. Natural silver 

consists of two isotopes, Agl07 and Agl09 , in approximately ~qual 
. 108 108m abundance, and other (n,y) reactions also produce Ag ,Ag' ,and 

A 110 
g • Tne half-life of AgllO is 24 sec, and tha~ of Agl08 is 2.4 minj 

these isotopes had de~ayed away by the time the sample was received. 

The half-life of Agl08m is greater than 5 years and possibly as long 

as 100 years. 35 It has a very low specific activity. This was verified 

by looking at the Y·ray spectrum of this sample, taken with aLi-drifted 

Ge crystal about one year after the bombardment and comparing it with 

the spectrum of a sample bombarded 7 years earlier. , In the spectrum 

. 110m 108m 
of the new samplej all of the peaks were due to Ag ,and the Ag 

peaks were buried in the background. By contrast, in the spectrum of 

108m the old sample, the Ag peaks were dominant. This is shown in Fig. 

10. To further ensure that the activity used for detecting the beam 

110m arose from Ag "two resonance buttons were coun,ted periodically, 
\ 

one for 8 m~nths, and one for 18 months, and were found to decay with 

a half-life of. about 260 days. 

The atomic beam was produced by electron bombardment of a small 

Ta oven contai~ing about 80 mg of the silver chips. A schematic of 

AgllOm . 
the oven is shown in Fig. 11. Because emits a number of high 

·energy Y·rays .in its decay, it was necessary to provide considerable 

lead shielding around the oven end of the machine. Even with this, 

the length of time one could run was somewhat limited by tpe radiation 

level.\ 

Beta rays from the decay of AgllOm are counted in thin-window 

Geiger counters. The long Geiger-counter pulse is shortened to about 
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Fig. 10. a) Gamma-ray spectrum of recently bombarded silver sample 

in which only the peaks of Agl10m are visible; b) gamma-ray 

spectrum of old radioactive sample .~howing peaks of'both AgllOni 
and Agl08m 
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2 I-Lsec, amplified, and delayed 2 I-Lsec before being'sent to a scalar to 

be counted. Each counter is also surrounded by a guard counter to 

reduce background from cosmic rays and other extraneous radiation. A 

signal from the guard counter turns off the scalar for 30 I-Lsec. , This 

set-up is shown in Fig. 12. Typical, background counting rates were 

slightly more than 2 count~/min. 

D. ,Experimental Procedure 

InEq. (20), a and gI are unknown parameters to be determined by 

experiment. The parameters g:;-and 'I were determined in, 'previous experi

ments. Since L:!.,v = a(I + 1/2);determining"a is the same as deter.,; 

mi.ning b.v. The procedure for-determining a andgI is<to perform a 

series of measurements of the energy difference between pairs of (F,V?) 

levels and after each measurement make a least-squares fit of the data 

to E~. (20) varying a and gI to obtain the best fit. The values of 

a and gT giving the best fit are then taken as the starting pOint for 

tbe next measuremen~, which should reduce the 'uncertainty in a and gr' 

First the so-called "standard transition" (13/2, - 11/2) ~ 

(13/2, - 13/2) was observed, starting at low magnetic fields (~ 5 G) 

and then at increasingly higher fields. Each time, improved values of 

a and gT were determined and used to predict the ,transition frequency 
.I. 

at a higher field. After this transition had been observed at fields 
-, 

up to 6000 G, a was known to about 50 kHz, and gI to about 1%. This 

was not accurate enough to determine the hfs anomaly. However, knowing 

a , and gI to this accuracy, we could· then look for tiF = ± 1 transitions 

which would fix a and gr accurately enough to determine the hfsanomaly. 

/ 
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Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of the beta counter system showing: 
-' 

1) radioactive target' button, 2) beta counter (Amperex 18536), 

3) guard counter (Amperex 18518 L 4) high-voltage di vi'de!' and 

decoupler, 5) beta-signal amplifier, 6) amplified beta signal 

(2f..1. sec wideL 7) guard-signal amplifier, 8) amplified guard 
signal (30 f..I. sec wide), 9) scaler) 10) high-voltage supply, 
11) lead pig, and 12) brass drawer to hold button. 
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There are two reasons for observing 6F = ± 1 transitions; First, 

we can get a value of a or ~v accurate to seven or eight significant 

. figures; and second, we can determine gI independently of a· as eXplained 

below. 

In this atomic-beam apparatus, the resonance linewidth is relatively 

independent of the transition frequency. Provided field inhomogeneities 

are small or ,.,re are at a field-independent point, we can (by using 

micrm,'ave-cavities with long transition regions) make the linewidth as 

narrow at high frequencies (~ 24 GHz) as at low frequencies (::::: 1 MHz). 

This :r.eans that by looking at high-frequency 6F = ± 1- ,transitions vle 

can obtain a value of a accurate to many more significant figures than 

we can by observing only 10wer-frequency.6F-= 0 transitiO?s .. Alth~ugh 

it is desirable to measure ~v directly at almost zero field where the 

dependence on gJ and gI is small, it was not possible to do so in this 

case because ofa lack of rf equipment in the 30-GHz range. Instead, 

~v was determined principally by the best fit of the three 6F = ± 1 

transitions listed in Table I. All three lines were measured at their 

field-independent points. 

Tne second reason for looking at 6F = ± 1 transitions is that, -

in addition to using the tv70 lines of the hyperfine doublet 

determine ~v, the difference in frequency of the two lines equals 

(2~ g~/h)H . Observing such a doublet at its field-independent point o 1. -0 

enables us to get an-accurate measurement of gT independently of a, 
.L 

and to determine the hfs anorr~ly. 
i 

The first step in· starting a run v7as to turn on the C magnet and 

the NY.i.&.~ field-locki~g device and to set the field approximately to the 
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desired value~ It usually took about 24 hours before the system was 

stable enough to be used. The next step was to set up the rf equipment. 

Using the values of ,a and gI obtained from the previous measurement, 

the program36 HYPERFINE F-9 was used to predict the expected frequency 

for the next measurement. ,We usually tried to look at a Cs transition 

" -AgIIOm at'approximately the same frequency as the expected frequency. 

This served as a check on the rf equipment and gave us some idea of 

the rf power required. TRANS 1, a program for the IBM 7094" could 

AgIIOm then be used to estimate the rf power required for the transition. 

This program, written by W. A. Nierenberg, computes the matrix 

element squared I (FIMlI1IF2M2)i2 where J is the electronic angular 

momentum. The state designated I:PM) is the proper. linear combination 

of F= I + 1/2 and F = I - 1/2 states for the field at which the 

measurement is being made. Tne actual transition probability for an 

rf field Hrf = H~ sin wt is the matr,ix element squared multiplied by 

(gJI.LoH~ t/2ti)2, where t is the time the atom spends in the rf field. 

A 110m l~~ 
By comparing the transition probability for ~g with that for Cs JJ, 

and knowing the optimum rf power for 1'"'3 the Cs J transition, we could 

estimate the necessary power for the AgIIOm transition. 

Tne oven, hairpin, and stops were lined up with an alignment 

telescope before running. A reference axis was provided by two targets 

that could be externally raised and lowered. These targets were 

periodical,ly aligned with, the A- and B-magnet pole piece s. 

The runs were usually made in the evening) to avoid electrical 

noises. Once a resonance had been found) the rf power was optimized 

and the line swept at least once more to avoid power shifts am broadening. 
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This was particularly necessary .when using the cavitYJ since it re<luired 

only about 1 mW rf power and the transition could easily be over-powered 

, and broadened. 

"'," -

. " 
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V. SILVER-110m: RESULTS A1~ DIS~uSSION 

A. Results 

Figures 13, 14) and 15 are examples of the three types of resonances 

observed. Figure 13 shows a 6F; 0 resonance at a relatively low 

field. Figures 14 and 15 are 6F; ± 1 resonances with 6.\11;'; 0 and 
... 

6V7 ; ± 1) respectively. Tee narrow linewidthof the resonance in 

Fig. 15 was obtained by using a 2-in. long microwave cavity at the field,-

independent point of the transition. 

Tee data from all runs were analyzed with, the IBM 7094 program 

h'YPERFII-J'"E-4DP. This program diagonalizes the effective Hamiltonian 

-> --i> --i> --i> --i> -7 = aI·J - g_~ I·H 
.L 0 0 

g~~ J·H 
J 0 0 , 

and co~putes transition frequencies in terms of the parameters I, a, gI' 

and G-. It then ~akes a least-squares fit of the measured frequencies 
J 

to trl.e computed frequencies) varying a and g.,.) or a) gI' and gJ' UIltil 
.L 

X2 
is a Tainirflum. We calculate 6v from 6v ; a(I + 1/2) and ~I from 

, 
T.~e input data and part of the c9mputer'output are shown in Table I. 

Tee center frequencies of the resonance lines for Runs 54A) Bj C, and D 

were obtained by using the programOil.iJ.\fIBUS-II to fit the observed reso-

nance to a bell-shaped curve. The center frequencies of the other lineS 

were determined by eye. ,The uncertainties in the resonance frequencies 

for the Ag
llOm 

data represent about 1/4 to 1/5 of full width at half 

1~ximurn (?WAX) of the resonance. T.~e uncertainties in the calibrating 

frequency data.are about 1/5 to 1/6 of the FWHM, plus an allowance for 

field drift during the run. All frequencies have also been corrected 
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Run No. 

31lA 
34:8 
3~·C1 
3J.~C2 
31lD 
3J.~E 
31~F'1 
3)-!-1<'2 
3)m 
311J 
31~K 
31~L 

311M 
31.;·p 
48cl 
1.~8C2 
51.~A 
51.J.B 

. 54c . 
51.~D 

'l'a ble I. Re sonance data. 
2 X :::: 2.03. 

CaHol'atine; isotope data (cl33) 

Freq. 
(i'1Hz) 

1.757(5)a 
17·762(5) 
36·362(5) 
36·360(5) 
54.670(5) 
93·692(5) 

131.1-.926 (10) 
131.~. 930( )1.) 
6)+6 . 583 ( 4 ) 

311.07.191(7) 
9629·936(17) 

11511.1-·957 (30) 
23833.02~(20)b 
23189.056(20)C 
11522.751 ( 150) 
11522. 831j. (150) 
11523·079(60) 
11523·035(50) 
11523·130(50) 
11523·102(50) 

H 
(gauss) 

5·015(14) 
50.091(14) 

101.135 (1~.) 
101.130(14) 
150. 035(13) 
250.083(12) 
350 .101(21.~) 
350.111(9) 

12611.793(6) 
3362. 028( l~) 
5999. 865(6) 
6717·91;0(11) 
6717·998(8) 
5822.970(7) 
6720.880(56) 
6720·912(56) 
6721.004(23) 
6720.988(19) 
6721.024(19) 
6721. 013 (19) 

Ag110rn data 

Transition 
( F, T1L

F
) ~ (}i' I , m;J 

(13/2, -1l/2) ~ (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -11/2) ~7 (13/2, -13/2) 
( 13/2, -11/2 )(---7 (13/2, -13/2 ) 
(13/2,-9/2) (--) (13/2,-13/2) 
(13/2, -1l/2) (-) (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -1l/2) ~) (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -1l/2) (--) (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -1l/2) ~) (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -11/2) (-7 (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2, -1l/2) .(~) (13/2, -13/2) 
(13/2,-11/2) ~) (13/2,-13/2 ) 
(13/2, -7 /2) ~> (11/2, -7/2) 
(13/2,-7/2) (--) (11/2,-7/2). 

. (13/2, -7/2) (-) (11/2, -7/2 ) 
(13/2, -7/2) ~ (11/2, -9/2) 
(13/2,-9/2) (-> (n/2;-7/2) 
(13/2,-7/2) (-) (11/2,-9/2) 
(13/2, -7/2) (--> (11/2, -9/2) -
(13/2, -9/2) ~> (11/2, -7/2) 
(13/2, -9/2) ~ (11/2, -7/2) 

Constants for Cs133 : 6v 9192.631770 MHz • 
. _1j. _ 

gI :::: 3· 9899J+ X 10 Bohr magnetons 

gJ :::: - 2. 00251j.17 (2)+ ) Bohr magnetons 

a. Unless othenlise specified the Cs133 transition '-las (4~-3) ~ (4,-4). 

b. Cs133 trans:l.tion ,·las (11-,2) (--> (3,1). 

c. Cs133 transi.t:Loii \KtS (L1,3) (---) (3,2). 
=======- .--

\. 

Freq. Residual 
(MHz) (r-1Hz) 

1.085(10) 0.0055 
10.815(10) - 0.0087 
21·950(5) 0.000)+ 
43·860(20) - 0.0049 
32·700(10) - 0.0002 
511 .. 980( 10) - 0.0010 
77 ·61n( 10) 0.0011j. 
77·650(5) 0.0022 

304·762(5) - 0.0003 I 
\)l 

1002 .11j.5( 10) 0.0005 \)l 
I 

211-55 . 238 ( 12 ) O.OOlj.l 
25666.650(60) - O.OOJ)j. 
25666.659(28) - 0.0081.j. 
25543 .879( 11j.) - 0.0103 . 
23820.514(10) - 0.0013 
23826. 61j.0( 10) - 0.0005 
23820·516(5) .. 0.0007 
23820·515(3) 0.0001 
23826. 6)+l( 4) 0.0008 
23826. 61J.l( 3) 0.0000 
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. for any difference infrequency between the laboratory lOO-kHz standard 

. and the WvJVB 60-kHz standard. 

The least-squares fit for all the data in Table I gave the following 

re sults: 

6V(Ag
IIOm

) = + 30313.756(4) ~iliz 
110m)· . 

~I(Ag (uncorr) 

( 110m) ( ) 
JJ. I Ag . corr 

109,6.110m 

. '. 

= + 3.587(4) nm 

== + 3.604(4) nm 

= - 2.47(12,)% 

. 1 
These measurements also reconfirmed the work of Ewbank, who found the 

. of AgllOm t b spln 0 e I == 6. 

The errors in parenthesis are twice the standard deyiation given 

by the least- square s fit .. , With 20 data points and two independent 

variables, we found 2 X = 2.03. If the test of external consistency 

is l;J.sed, the quoted errors give a confidence level greater than 99%. 

vfnen gT was allowed to.vary as a third parameter, the value obtained, 
u 

g_ == - 2.002349(5), was consistent with the previously measured value37 
,j 

2.0023474(22) . Tne vE~lue of L:.~ agrees with the value of Easley, 
. .1. 

et al.,3 l ~I = + 3.55(4) ~n. These authors obtained this value by 

applying a correction (based on a calculated value for the hfs anomaly), 

to their experimental value. (In a private communication, Professor 

Shirley has indicated that a more recent calculation of the anomaly 

would give the value The hfs anomaly was computed 

llsing 

and 
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~~e s~all value of X
2 

indicates that the errors assigned were very 

conservative and that the Breit-Rabi formula gives a good description 

110m of the energy levels of Ag . Since 'He showed, in Sec. II-C, that 

second-order corrections '\-Jere negligible, '\-le may assume that the values 

of a and g~ as determined by the least-squares fit are the acutal 
.L 

a and AgllOm 
cr of 
°1 

B. Discussion 

Ti1e spin of AgllOm, I ; 6, is consistent with the shell model if 

( -3) ( , -1) one assumes the configuration J( g9/2 7/2 vd5/2 . TDe value 

I ; 6 then follows from the weak Nordheim rule, Eq. (3710). Anestimate 

of the magnetic moment for this configuration using free-nucleon g-

factors gives f.lfree:= + 3,·37 r.JYl. By taking empirical g-factors from 

,neighboring odd-A nuclei, Easley, et al.,31 obtainedf.lI := 3.54 nm, 
emp 

in good agreement with the experimental value of 3.604 nm. We have 

repeated this calculation and get a similar answer. 

Further empirical justification for putting the three proton 

hole s L'l Ag
llO 

in a state wi th seniority 3 c.ome s from noting39 that 

, " A 109m d A 107m , 
OO~D g an g nave I := 7/2, and that the magnetic moment of 

A 109m. 1 1 d g ~s consistent with having three g9/2 proton ho es coup e to 

I := 7/2. 
108 

In addition, the magnetic moment of the ground state of Ag 

40 has been measured and found to be consistent with the configuration 

In this case, I := 1. Unfortunately, because 

.of its short half life (24 sec), it has not been possible to measure 

the spin or magnetic moment of the ground state of AgllO Tneoretical 

justification for assuming that the protons are in a seniority-3 state 

l.!.l 
has recently been given by Ikegami and Sano,' who shOi'led that this 



anomaious coupling is predicted in the scheme of pairing plus quadrupole 

forces if one makes a sufficiently extensive calculation. 

We used the B-.W thE;'ory to compute theoretical hfs anomalies to 

compare with the measured values. If ,Ie adjust the effective magnetic 

'. . W7 l~ 
moment of the odd-proton inAg and Ag to give the correct value 

of the magnetic moment, then the B-W theory predicts an hfs anomaly of 

about 0.45%, which agrees very "ell ,lith the measured value of 0.412(6)%. 

, , 1 0 
We used Eq. (53) to estimateE(Ag.L- m). The I3 l s were determined by 

as::·'J_;~~.ng that the contribution to the magnetic moment from the protons 

" , t' ·t.o A 109m: d d' -'-' 'tb -'- f" t wa s cne S[L:J,e as.. na ol.or g . ,an a JUS vlug "_e neu uron g- ac Gor 0 

give the correct value of the magnetic moment. The value E was the 
p 

109m .E computed for Ag .. '. , and En ,,ras computed for a d
5

/
2 

neutron. The 

electronic parameters used in computing .the E!S were taken from both 

Ref. 29 and Ref. 30. Those in Ref. 29 are based on a uniform spherical 

nuclear-charge distribution" and those in Ref. 30 are based on a trape-

zoidal nuclear-charge distrilmticn. The nuclear parameters Ivere taken 

from Ref. 29. Table II.lists the calculated values of 'the E1S apd 6 1 s 

c,::: well as the experimental value l096
11Om. Since the errors· in the 

calct.:.:La -:~:::J~ are probably ± 1% or greater, "::loth calculated value s would 

,L'c'xde "che experimental valu.e... 'E':e calcula ted value s also sho" that 

109 isotopes with very diffe:te:.::.'c !luclear structure, such as Ag 

110m 
and Ag "an hfs anomaly of several percent can be expected. 

F T bl II .L' + toO 109AIIOm . d t (A 109 ) rom a e. ,we see unav mos ool ~ lS ue 0 E g . 

Writing the equations of Sec. II-E in a simple form makes the nature 

( 109) of E somewhat clearer, and also helps to explain ",hy E Ag 

E(Ag
lIOm) . large compared with 
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.> 

Table rIo· Values of the hfs anoma.lies. 

Charge distribution 
€(Agl09) €(AgllOm ) 10 9611 Om 

(%) ( %) ( ~~) 

Uniform 3·3 0·5 2.8 

Trapezoidal - 3·8 -0.6 - 3·2 

Experimental result - 2.41 

.. 
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Rewri ting Eq. (47) as 

and then breaking the integration into two parts, gives 

W = e 

~ .~ 

For r > ReT we can replace -}IJ AS + AL by the vector potential of a point 

dipole 
~ ~ 

An . + A.,. ,: we can also add and subtract this term for the region' 
o '.u o 0 

r <~. Tnis gIves 

W = e J 
r<~ 

e f OO *~ ~ 
+ 0 \)r CX· (AL 

-\ 

+ A'S )\jrdT" 
o o 

Tne last term is W . t and is equal to C/J.I' where C is an integral pOln 

which is almost the same for a:)..l isotopes. Then, using Eq. (48),we 

have 

E = e 

J *~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . 
r<~ \)r. a· [(AS - Aso) + (AL - ALo) ]\)rCJ.T 

C/J.I 

which is equivalent to Eq. (51). '?'Liis shows that E is just the relative 

error, introduced by reple.cing t[;~, '~reall! nuclear vector potential by 

~ ~ 

t~~t due to a·point dipole. The vector potehtials AL and AS are just 

t::,',:; classical electromagnetic potentials for a system of circ1..l.lating 

charges with intrinsic magnetic moments. We can easily show for 

,r < ~ that the fields due to i~ and (- AS are in the same direc-
o 

tion and will add together, ,.,hile those due to (- A ) 
L o 

opposite directions and will tend to cancel each other 

~ 

and AL are in 

out. 
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T.'1e quantity E depends critically 0::1 the ~elative contributions 

of intrinsic spin and of oroital motion to the nuclear magnetism .. 

. Roughly speaking) for a (Pl!2) proton) the intrinsic spin term domi-

nates) 

give a 

and ~_ is less than 1 um. This combination of factors will 
.1' 

. 109 
large effect for Ag . For a (g9/2) proton the orbital term 

dominates) and ~ I 
is greatel~ than 1 nm. This combination of factors 

will give a smaller effect. The addition of a (d
5
/ 2 ) neutron does 

. 110m 
not greatly alter this conclusion for Ag • 

T.'1ere is one great difficulty in trying to analyze the nuclear 

A 
110m properties of g : it. lies 140 keY above the ground state of AgI10

) 

and the properties of the lower energy levels are not well known. In 

fact) not even the nw~ber of such levels is known. From studies of the 

o 42 f A 110m 'f ,- " f t' Y "tt d f 1" " , , cecay 0 g ) anc rom S~Udles 0 ne -rays eml e . 0 ~owlng ~ne 

109 110 "43 Ag (n)Y)Ag reactlon) it appears that there should be one and 

-8 110yO 
possibly two short-lived (Tl / 2 ~ 10 sec) levels between Ag .... and 

, d Al" 1 1 1- .. 44" t 108 tue groun state. thougn SUCh eve s are we .1 .Known In 11.g ) 

whose nuclear properties should be ""1 ./.. A 110 Slml ar vO g ) all attempts to 

confirm the existence of such levels in Ag
llO 

have failed. 45 

T.~ese additional levels could be important for several reasons. 

As mentioned earlier) configuration-mixing appears to be an important 

effect in explaining the deviations of the measured magnetic mOlY:ents 

from the Schmidt values'. Tnere could also be mixing between states 

of different I belonging to the ,same configuration. In any case) the 

most important levels would be those lying near the level under consid-

eration. Furthermore; angular-momentum coupling rules such. as Eg. (37) 

are useful in p~edicting the spin of the state with the lowest energy 
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for a given configuration. To really compare the spin of AilOm with 

these rules) we should. know the spins of any lovler-lying levels from 

the same configuration. 

For the present) these questions "'ill remain.unanswered and we 

will have to be satisfied to say that the nuclear properties of AgllOm 

agree with the general predictions of the shell model.· More informa-

tion) both experimental and theoretical) would be very interesting. 
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A. Introduction 

A short experiment 'vas also u..."1dertaken to measure the nuclear 
, " 16-" 

spin of l08-min 'I'm .). Ovling to, beam production problems, the neutron-

deficient thulium isotopes are almost the only neutron-deficient rare 

, 46 47 
earths which can be easily studied by ABlY'L.'\..' Thulium has the 

electronic configuration ... (4f)13(6s)2 coupled to 2F7!2. The next 

2 ' -1 ' 48 
state F5/2 is 8771 cm, "above the ground state. The electronic 

nuclear properties of the odd-mass thulium isotopes, as far as is 

knmffi, are well described by the unified model. 

B. Experimental Procedure 

Tnis experiment was performed on tne Berkeley Atomic Beams Group's 

Macnine II. This is a rather short atomic-beam machine designed to 

measure the spins,of radioactive nuclei. A very complete description 

f h ' d h b . b D' b ,49 o t e macnine, an its recent modification, "as een g~ven y 'ao ous).. 

The rf signals ,were generated by a Tektronix 190B signal generator 

and fed directly to the hairpin without amplification. Some of tne 

signal was tapped off and counted with a frequency co~ter (newlett-

Packard 5245L). 

Tnulium-163 was produced in the LRL Berkeley 88-in. cyclotron by 

an (cx,6n) reaction on Ho165 , bombarded '\dth SO-MeV cx particles. The 

cross section for this reaction vlas not ImovlD, so a stacked-foil expel~i

rr:ent vIas 'done to determine the energy at v;nich the activity of Tm
163 

relative to the activities of otner isotopes produced by the bombardment 

'would be a maximmn. Three la-mil holmium foils 'vere placed in a target 
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, ' 

so that the a-particle beam had to, pass through all three foils in 

suece ssion. Then a decay study of the foils '.Jas made using a 2-in. 

NaI(T.e) crystal and a RIDL 400-channel pulse-height analyzer. 

Thulium-163 decays in the following way: 

Ttn
163 

..,..---,,,...-----:) _Er~~3 '7,7, m'l"n,' > _ Hol~3 ----.--7) ,Dy16_~ (stable). 
108 min -, . 103 yr 

The Tm
163 decay is, 98% by. electron capture; the Er163 decay is greater, 

~' 50 
than 99jo by electron capture. The largest peak in the Y-ray spectrum 

was from the lLvlre,solved 48.2- and 46.7-keV X-rays resulting from the 

electron':',capture decay. A decay curve of this peak for the third foil 

is shown in Fig. 16. The a particles ,entered this foil v.lith an energy 

;6f 80 MeV ~nd left wi th an energy of ,68. M,eN: The' dr;:icay curve can be 

resolved into a 22-min component, and a component of 108 min decaying 

, ~2 " 
to 77 min. The 22-min component is' Ttn ' .! the longer component is 

~16 3 d " 't' E 163 h" h" t "d' , ,'t H 163 Th 0 f 0 1 
,L.l ,ecaylng 0 r ,W<.lC 'lD urn' ecays, 0 ' 0: '. lq Ol_ was 

tho only one in which a large amount of 'TtnJ,63 was produced. Foils 

oomba:-ded at higher energies showed an unresolved mixture of short-

lived activities, while another experiment at lower energy (63 MeV) 

'. ,164(' , 0,) 165(' ",166(' ) produced Ttn 1. 9 mln ,Ttn 29 nrJ: ano. 'I'm ',' 7· 7 hr • . - , ~ 

From the stacked-foil experiments" we' cbne;lv.ded that bombarding 

10-mil holmiwn foils wit:" o';-i'1eVa part:i,cle;s,'Yloulp,produce the ll:i..rgest 

r p'atlOve amount' O'f" 'Ttn163 , 1 ' thO t b th' t'O 'th A P rlomen-'-~~ " ana ,a so, ,e, ye',:;Lme.e c::x e "V 

-'- 11 b t' h' -'- 1 0
' d ~162 ,'. 'ld 1 , d '1 ' 0 'acuua y egan, ne s orv- lve ,LuI , WOU ,nave pecaye av.7ay, eavlng 

a single thuliu~ isotope in the beam. 

The thulium atomic beam was produG~d,by el~ctJ70n~b6mbi:l.rdment : 
" ;' ' < "I: ,". . 

.' F ::0 :". .! ,~ .. < 

'heating of a small tantalum oven C01':ltafh'ing:the"holnliumfoiTs"in a 
" ': -:' '. ' 

..... 

(' ~, i' 

:':;;" ";',' : .,:' 

", ,', 
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thin;..lipped tantalum crucible . r:::"nulium has a much higher vapor pres-

sure than holrilium and can be evaporated out of the holmium foils. A 

good steady beam 1vas obtainec. at an oven temperature of 1075°C as 

measured with an optical pyrometer. 

The counters for this e}..':periment w~re thin (2 to 3 :m.'ll) Na1(Tt) 

crystals ,molL."'1ted ',?n photon:::uitipliers' (RCA '6655A). Tne signal from the 

photomultiplier was fed into a single-channel pulse-he~ght analyzer, 

. set for the 48-1teV X-ray signal. 

C. Results and Discussion 

Data from measurements at three values of magnetic field show 

that the spin Of'Tm163 is I ~ 1/2. 

Figure 17 is a BrEd t-Rabi diagram for T =:;~/2, J ",; 7/2 1-1i th 

g < 0 (by analogy wi th Tm169))1 Tne two flop:-intransi tions labeled ,I 

a and ~ were observed at H = 1.2 G) 4 G, and 10 G. o 
Figure 18 shows 

the results of a spin search at 4 G, and Fig. 19 shows the a transition 

'at H == 10 G.' Tne ..resonance buttons from these runs decayed as expected o 

,for ~163. 

The only available Nilsson level which will give 1:= 1/2 for 

, 16? 
rn".,-..), 
.loW.' .loS For this to be the 10\'le st state, for the 169th 

. proton, it is necessary that 0 ~ 0.2. 1':'1is assignment is entirely 

reasonable since it has been well established52- 54 that the ground 

states of Tm169 and Tm167 are also 1/2+[411]' ,vith 0 ""'003. Each of 

. these isotopes also has a vlell-know,,1. series of rotational· levels built 

on the K:= 1/2 ground state. Tne spacings of these. levels fit the 

. predictions of the unified model very v1ell. At the present tirr;e, the 

properties of the excited nuclear states in Trn163 are not ;mown. 

.... • j. 
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Magnetic field--> 

Fig. 17. Schematic Breit-Rabi diagram for Tm163 . 
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APPE1TI)ICES 

A. Many-Particle g-Factor 

If we have n particles of angular momentum j, coupled to a total 

spin I, in the .state I (j)nIM), then we can show that g_ is independent 
.L 

of n and I, and is just equal to g" for a single-particle state, n ~ 1. 
v 

For a single-particle state 

(jllgjrE + gssllJ) 
gI ~ g j ~ ( j II j /I j ) 

and for a many-particle state,· we can define a quantity (g.) by 
J n 

We can also sho~5 that 

«(j)nI"~ ·f~k)II(j)nI) ~ 
1 

",here f(k) is a single-pa~ticle operator of rank k and 

(Al) 

(A2) 

[(j)nar {!(j)n-l(alJl)jI] is a coefficient of fractional parentage. 

Using (A3) in (A2), we see that all the dependence on the intermediate 

states alJl cancels out and 

.. 

No',-,,) by definition, 

(gJ')n ~ g. 
J 

--1 ~--1 
I=L.Jj. 

i 1 

(A4) 
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and using E'q. (A5)) 'He have 

. (A6) 

Using Eq. (A4) we see immediately that gT ~ g~) the single-particle 
- J 

g-factor. 
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B. Odd-Odd Anomaly 

If we can assume tbat there is little configuration-mixing in 
k k 

~ ~l 7 ~ ~2 -~ 

J = ~ J a~ J = ~ P i=l p. n i=l 
l 

the nuclear state in question) and that j 
n. 

l 

are separately good quantum numbers) then the B-W theory of his anomalies 

can easily be extended to an odd-odd nucleus in the state 

First we should note that gr can be defined by 

(Illg J IiI) (Illg J IIJ) 
. p.p + n n 

gl = g- ·gl 
(lliglIIII) 

. .L 
(I II gIl II I) 

(Bla) 

or 

(BIb) 

where P and An are the fractional contributions to the magnetic moment ""p ,.., 
... 

from protons and neutrons respectively. 

Rewriting Eq. (51) and taking the reduced matrix elements of 

numerator and denominator gives 

'. R. 3 
(0 IlL: g £~ jl(l _ E-) fg drl10 ) 

n i £~I .L R3 2 I N. _ 0 _ r 
- E = -----------------------------------

0-0 
(0 Jllg TI10 ) 100 

fg a'-(' 
N' I- N 2-

o r 

(<1l .!IIIL: 
:N ' . 

l 
r R" -,..3 -Po- I' 

dr. - D.. .L -=- .:!:,.g dr] /0 ) 
':! 2 . J N 

+ 
.L Vo R-' r 

This ca.n be written 

(B2) 



I~ 
I 
I, 
I 
I , 
I 

j: 
. .I., 
.1 
:" 

·1 
I. 
I. , 
1 

( . 
I . 
I , j 
I 
1 

I 
.' 

" ,It:,! 

., . 

~ 'k , ..... '.' .' 

'p, (cD.11Zl[(J,.<.j.·.·Bpi (1- r
3

) .. fg 
.. f-'p N 1. " D,' , '") 2 

.'., ..... ~=l. - L .·0 . . R) r . '. . . . . D. 

::; 

~l 

~€--..,.--~------'----~-,--,--

0-0, (cD TllgJllcD) roo fg' dr 
: Ii! p P N 00 r2 

.'(3 (cD ~II ~2g (s' f···. Rni fg dr _ D . ,·l·Rni ~3·.fg dr) IlcD') 
. '. 'n·: N ~ l' nn. 2 n. . R) 2.. N 
~".. . ... = s ~ 0 r ~ 0·, r . , n. 

+ _-'--__ ~-_-----_______ ----'~l~---'------- ... 
..:, .' 

, ., 

• By using the results of Appendix I, and Eq,. (A3 ),we can write Eq~'(B3) '. 
. ',' 

'. 
in terms' of· Single-particle matrix elements: 

'€ 
0-0 

'Hhere 

." . JR 3 -0 '1' R ...,.,3 f;" II' ." 
.(3'[- (jllt.e p (1- L) J.g dr+ g s· P (1+ S~)"2 drllj) 

p "P Po' R3 r 2 p s Po' ,p Rj r' '. p = ~~ ___ ~,--,-____ ~~D ____________________ ~D __ ' __ -,--__ 

(:84) 

. r
3

) /2(; drljj ) - :::n --"R3 n 
'J.. I' n 

+ -~---'------------------------

'1 

B"llt'each face bracket is just the E for an odd-proton or odd,..neutron 

nucleus as defined in Ref. 28. Tnerefore ,.:re can viTi te 
, '; 

€ = ~. E + ~ E 
; 0-0 ? P n n 
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C. Europium-152m2 

He also attempted to measure the spin 

" ' " t ' -n 152 : l' a secone lsomerlC s~a e ln ~u ana les 
~r 

152m2 of 1.5 h Eu This is 

147.8 keV above the ground 
152m, 

state.)O Tlle first isomeric state, 9.3 h Eu ~,has spin' I = 0, 

and lies 50 keV above the gro'U...'1d state. 'E1.is nucleus is of interest 

because it lies in the transition region between the deformed nuclei 

and the spherical nuclei. Also, it is one of three known odd-odd 

structure ( I = 0). nuclei with no measurable hyperfine 
152m2 We tried to produce Eu by 

151 152m2 the reaction Eu" (n, Y )Eu • 

The cross section for this reaction is about·4b, -which. should be 

sufficient to do an atomic-beam e;x:periment. Unfortunately, the cross 

- 51 152m
l section 'for the competing reaction EuJ. (n,Y)Eu' is about 3100 b. 

He made two runs to try to measure the spin of 
152m2 

Eu ) but each time 
152m

l the signal from Eu completely s,wamped any signal 
153 ' 152m

2 An attempt to use the reaction Eu (p,pn)Eu was 

152m
2 from Eu 

also u...~successful. 

From this evidence w~ conclude that it is not feasible at present to 
152m

2 measure the spin of Eu by ABl'IlR. 
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